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Abstract

In this study, we experimentally and numerically investigate the evolution of the tensile material
properties of Discontinuous Fiber Composites (DFCs) with an increasing average number of platelets
through the thickness for two different platelet widths.

The results show that both the number of platelets and the platelet width have significant effects
on the tensile modulus and strength. We find that not only the average mechanical properties but also
their coefficients of variation change according to the different DFC mesostructures.

To understand the relationship between material morphology at the mesoscale and corresponding
material properties, we developed a random platelet mesostructure generation algorithm combined
with explicit finite element models. Leveraging the computational tools, we find that moduli and
strength increase with increasing average number of platelets through the thickness. The increasing
trend continues until reaching an asymptotic limit at about 45 layers through the thickness for the
narrow platelets and 27 layers for the square platelets.

In the study, we address the importance of having accurate simulations of the mesostructure to
match not only the average modulus and strength but also their associated coefficients of variation.
We show that it is possible to accurately predict the tensile material properties of DFCs, including
their B-basis design values. This is a quintessential condition for the adoption of DFCs in structural
applications.

Keywords: Discontinuous reinforcement, Statistical properties/methods, Computational Modelling,

Mechanical properties

1. Introduction

Several industrial sectors including aerospace, automotive, and wind energy have seen an increasing

demand of lightweight and strong structures made of carbon fiber reinforced polymers (CFRPs) [1–4].

The rising demand is pushing the manufacturing of CFRPs to the limit of the current technologies

in terms of productivity and costs. As the successful example of the Boeing 787 clearly proves [5],

traditional continuous fiber composites are suitable for large and relatively simple contour structures
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such as wings and fuselages [6]. However, because of fiber folding and wrinkling, continuous fiber

composites are not an ideal choice to manufacture components featuring very complex shapes such as

hinges, brackets, and other joint structures [7, 8] such is the case especially in the context of the ever

increasing push in the aerospace industry for enhanced production rate and cost effectiveness. Using a

discontinuous fiber form is a promising alternative approach to manufacture such complex structures

whose manufacturing has been traditionally dominated by metals.

Discontinuous Fiber Composites (DFCs) or chopped fiber composites are composed of randomly

deposited platelets or chips made from uni-directional fiber prepregs chopped into a defined shape and

size. In the literature, DFCs and their variants have also been called Randomly Oriented Strands

(ROS) [9], Stochastic Prepreg Platelet Molded Composites (PPMC) [10], Composite Oriented Strand

Board [11], Tow-Based Discontinuous Composites (TBDCs) [12], Ultra-Thin Chopped carbon fiber

Tape reinforced Thermoplastic (UT-CTT) [13], Sheet Molding Compound (SMC) composites [14],

and Stochastic Tow-Based Discontinuous Composite (STBDC) [15].

The platelets can be molded into complex contours thanks to their discontinuity which makes

DFCs a suitable material for compression molding and, in case of thermoplastic DFCs, injection

molding. In terms of their mechanical properties, DFCs provide superior performance compared to

short fiber composites. In fact, while short fiber composites feature fiber volume fractions below 30%

[16], DFCs maintain 50% or higher fiber volume fractions [17, 18]. This allows DFCs to maintain a

tensile stiffness near 80 ∼ 90% of quasi-isotropic laminates made of identical prepregs and a tensile

strength comparable to aluminum [19]. As a result, DFCs represent excellent candidate materials

to address the demand for high-rate and cost-efficient production of CFRP structures with complex

contours and high performance requirements.

Platelet-based DFCs provide significant advantages in terms of manufacturing but the price to pay

is a more complex mechanical behavior compared to traditional composites. In fact, DFCs feature

a more complex inhomogeneous mesostructure which makes their behavior strongly dependent on

the average orientation of the platelets, the platelet shape and size, the average number of platelets

through the thickness, and the type of matrix. Furthermore, recent studies highlighted the emergence

of significant size effects on the structural strength [20–22].

Several researchers studied the relationship between mesostructure characteristics and mechanical

properties. Feraboli et al. [23, 24] investigated the effects of platelet size and coupon thickness on

elastic properties and strengths. They found that longer platelets and thicker structures led to better

mechanical performance. Later, Selezneva et al. [9] expanded the study finding that also the pres-

ence of local warpage, out-of-plane platelet orientations, and resin-rich areas impacted the mechanical

performance of DFCs. Wan and Takahashi [13] investigated the link between manufacturing param-

eters and mechanical performance of DFCs. They found that increasing hot-press pressure decreases
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the void contents therefore increasing the tensile strength while the modulus did not show particular

correlation with the pressure. Li et al. [12] found that thinner platelets can lead to higher tensile

strength compared to standard platelets for a given shape and size. Ko et al. [20, 21] found that the

mode I fracture energy is a function of the platelet size and the average number of layers through the

thickness with longer platelets and thicker coupons providing higher fracture energies. Furthermore,

they noticed that DFCs feature a much larger fracture process zone [25–38] compared to continuous

fiber composites and other quasibrittle materials. The fracture process zone in front of the notch was

found to be 3 ∼ 7 times larger than in continuous fiber composites denoting a very significant damage

tolerance of DFCs structures compared to traditional composites.

Among many different mesostructure characteristics, the platelet orientation has drawn significant

attention. To explicitly measure the platelet orientation, researchers started to utilize X-ray micro

Computer Tomography (µCT). Explicitly capturing the individual fibers using the µCT scan was

challenging due to the limited scan resolution. Instead, each voxels contained homogenized density of

fiber and matrix. Denos et al. [10, 39, 40], Kravchenko [41], Favaloro et al. [42] and later Wan and

Takahashi [43–45], measured the platelet orientation tensors using the density gradient between the

neighboring voxels obtained from the µCT images. They assumed that the platelet is in the direction of

the least density difference between the voxels while the normal direction was set to be the direction of

largest density difference. Their results agreed with microscope images in which they visually confirmed

the fiber orientation. Furthermore, they integrated the platelet orientations into finite element models

and analyzed complex 3D structures [10, 41]. Each finite elements contained platelet orientations

measured by µCT scans capturing the flow of the platelets such as swirling around the corners. The

numerical models accurately predicted failure modes of the DFC structures. Kravchenko [41] found

that when there is no significant platelet directional flow in the manufacturing process, the average

orientation tensor remained close to a perfectly random distribution. On the other hand, Martulli

et al. [46] analyzed DFC coupons with directional flow which induced significant platelet orientation

change compared to the no-flow coupons.

Based on the numerous experimental data, computational models of DFCs have been developed

through the years to understand the relationship between the mesostructure characteristics and me-

chanical properties. Feraboli et al. [47] and Harban et al. [48] introduced discretized, partition-based

stochastic finite element models for flat coupons. They divided the 2D space into square partitions and

stored unique platelet orientations generated by a certain probability distribution. This partition-based

approach was further improved by Selezneva et al. [49] who explicitly generated platelets over the parti-

tioned space, stacking them to create the final mesostructure allowing to effectively capture the random

strain field in DFCs. Ko et al. [50–53], Kravchenko et al. [54], Sommer et al. [55], Shah et al. [56],

Visweswaraiah et al. [57], Chen et al. [14], and Ryatt et al. [15] contributed to improving the explicit
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generations of the platelets by introducing additional features such as (a) algorithms for the prevention

of excessive platelet concentrations, (b) thickness adjustment strategies to account for matrix flow and

platelet deformation, and (c) approaches to account for out-of-plane orientations. Other researchers

also worked on analytical methods. Li and Pimenta [58] and Henry and Pimenta [59], for instance,

developed a semi-analytical method equipped with shear-lag analysis to predict the strength of DFCs

and the effect of platelet waviness. The model captured the dependence of the tensile strength on the

platelet thickness. Wan et al. [45] developed an analytical approach combined with the partition-based

platelet generation to find the modulus of flat DFC coupons. The model matched the experimental

data for different platelet sizes.

Several studies showed a good agreement between computational model predictions and average

experimental results. However, very few investigations considered the prediction of the Coefficient of

Variation (CoV) of such properties. Without matching property variations, engineers and designers

must rely on a high margin of safety, leading to overdesign and material waste. Only when the models

successfully match both average and variation, DFCs can be safely utilized.

In this paper, we study the effect of the coupon thickness and the platelet width on the tensile

elastic modulus and strength focusing on both average and CoV of the mechanical properties. To

do so, we first test a large number of coupons to create statistically significant experimental data.

In fact, DFCs possess high scatter in experimental data compared to continuous fiber composites

[9, 12, 13, 20, 21, 23, 24, 41, 54]. Due to the high variation, the number of test coupons must be larger

than the minimum number of recommended test coupons (typically 5) suggested by ASTM D3039

test standard for continuous fiber composites. Unfortunately, most of the experimental investigations

available in the open literature report no more than 5 − 8 repetitions per test except for Kravchenko

et al. [54] who, to address the importance of statistical variations, tested 10 ∼ 24 specimens per

case. However, a comprehensive investigation on the effects of layer numbers and platelet size on the

mechanical properties, where a statistically meaningful number of repetitions is used in all the tests, is

still elusive. We present it in the following sections of the article. Another important activity performed

in this work is computationally generating the mesostructures focusing on local platelet orientation

variations. We implement the spatial distributions of the platelets including their Coefficients of

Variation (CoV). By precisely controlling the CoV, we create more realistic mesostructures allowing

us to study the statistical distribution of mechanical properties.
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2. Experiments

2.1. Materials and methods

We investigated three coupon thicknesses and two platelet morphologies: square and narrow. The

square platelet is 12.7 mm×12.7 mm (0.5”×0.5”) while the narrow platelet has an identical length but

significantly reduced width (the exact dimension is intellectual property and cannot be disclosed). We

tested coupon thicknesses of 1.65 mm (0.065”), 3.81 mm (0.15”), and 6.35 mm (0.25”) for the narrow

platelets and 1.65 mm (0.065”), and 3.81 mm (0.15”) for the square platelets. These thicknesses

roughly correspond to 11, 27, and 45 layers through the thickness on average.

Sekisui Aerospace [60] manufactured 305 mm × 305 mm flat DFC plates made of AS4D/PEKK

thermoplastic tapes from Solvay. We discarded 12.7 mm from the edges, and trimmed 254 mm ×

25.4 mm tensile coupons using a wet tile saw with a diamond-coated blade to trim the plates. Each

coupon had two 50.8 mm garolite tabs at the ends, leaving 152.4 mm as a gauge length. After

manufacturing the samples, We sprayed a layer of flat white paint with black paint speckles on a

single side to measure the surface displacements using the Digital Image Correlation (DIC) technique.

Then, we tested the coupons using a ShoreWestern servo-hydraulic axial-torsion load frame with a

closed-loop control and 250 kN capacity. The loading strain rate was set at 0.6% strain per minute for

a total duration of the test of 2 ∼ 3 minutes per coupon. A digital camera captured the surface with

a sampling rate of 1 Hz. Taken images were analyzed using GOM software [61] to measure the surface

displacements.

We carefully selected the number of tested coupons to fully capture the statistics of DFCs. Cochran’s

sample size formula [62] was used to determine the sample population to meet desired accuracy from

a given probability:

n =

[
Z ∗ σ

PA ∗ µ− µ

]2
(1)

where n is the sample size, Z is the confidence level set equal to 95% (= 1.96), σ is the data standard

deviation, µ is the data average value, and PA (Percent Accuracy) is the desired accuracy set to 95%

in this work. For the data average and standard deviation, we used uni-axial tension test results from

Kravchenko et al. [54] where they tested 24 coupons. The average strength (µ) was 228.8 MPa and

the standard deviation (σ) was 27.7 MPa. Using Eq. 1, the suggested sample size (n) was 22 which,

as can be noticed is much larger than the traditional sample size (5 ∼ 8) suggested for continuous

composites. Hence, we tested more than 30 coupons to fully characterize the statistics of DFCs. For

the case of 11 layers through the thickness (1.65 mm), we tested only 15 coupons due to manufacturing

difficulties involving thin panels. However, the sample size was still higher than the traditional sample

size. It is worth noting that typical DFC structures feature thicknesses of at least 18 layers (2.54 mm)

to avoid warpage and to reduce the amount of voids and resin rich areas in the structures. Hence, the
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choice of investigating a thickness starting from 11 layers (1.65 mm) was made mostly to ensure our

investigation also covered extreme design cases.

2.2. Experimental Results

For all the platelet widths and average number of layers through the thickness, we can observe

significant scatter in the tensile elastic modulus and strength. In Fig. 1, normalized stress and strain

curves of the narrow and square platelets with different thicknesses are plotted where the stress is

normalized against the theoretical strength of a quasi-isotropic laminate made of the same prepreg

utilized to fabricate the DFC panels. For specimens made of narrow platelets with 45 layers through

the thickness (6.35 mm), the percent difference between the minimum and the maximum strength is

nearly 52%. We checked for outliers in the test data using the maximum normed residual method

suggested by the Composite Material Handbook-17 (CMH-17) [63]. All the test data safely passed the

outlier test. A summary of the test results is listed in Table 1.

Highly random fracture patterns are observed for all the coupons as can be noted in Fig. 2 which

shows four representative fracture surfaces for different platelet widths and thicknesses. Interestingly,

for the 11 layers (1.65 mm) with narrow platelets, two out of 22 coupons failed at two distinct locations

(see Fig. 2c). These double fractures happened only for the 11 layers (1.65 mm) thickness with

the narrow platelets. It is worth noting that for the 11 layers (1.65 mm) thick plates, we observed

significant plate warpage. Selezneva et al. [9] showed that the warpage increases drastically as the

thickness decreases. This is caused by the paucity of platelets through the thickness which leads

to highly non-symmetric, unbalanced layups. Therefore, these warped plates have strong axial-twist

coupling. When the axial load was applied, strong twisting led to double fractures near the ends of

the coupons. However, we did not observe any significant strength and modulus reduction due to the

double fractures.

The analyzed experimental results are plotted in Fig. 3 and 4 where tensile elastic modulus and

strength are normalized against the theoretical quasi-isotropic laminate properties calculated using the

Classical laminate theory and Tsai-Hill failure criterion. When the thickness increases from 11 layers

(1.65 mm) to 45 layers (6.35 mm), the strength of the DFCs made with narrow platelets increases by

19.6% and the modulus increases by 4.3%. For the case of square platelets, the strength and modulus

are increased by 32.4% and 6.0% when the thickness increases from 11 layers (1.65 mm) to 27 layers

(3.81 mm) showing that the thickness effect is more pronounced for the square platelets. Comparing

the mechanical properties of the two platelet sizes, the narrow platelet outperforms the square both in

terms of modulus and strength for all thicknesses. The percent differences between the two platelets

are 15.1% in the modulus and 48.5% in the strength for the 11 layers (1.65 mm) thickness. The

differences decrease as the thickness increases. In section 4.1, we predict the modulus and the strength
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for a thickness of 91 layers (12.7 mm) using a finite element model showing that the differences become

smaller and smaller for sufficiently large number of platelets through the thickness. However, the

narrow platelets still outperforms the square ones by 7.6% in strength.

The narrow platelet coupons have higher average modulus and strength throughout the thicknesses

but a trade-off exists. In fact, the specimens made with narrow platelets also exhibit a higher Coefficient

of Variation (CoV). The CoV decreases with increasing thickness which is a trend also found by

Kravchenko et al. [54] who observed that the decreasing variation in the mechanical properties is

related to the decreasing local variability. As the structure thickness increases, the local orientation

variation decreases because there is a larger number of platelets through the thickness. However, while

this observation is certainly true, there is also another aspect that must be considered. When the

platelet width decreases, despite the fact that there are more platelets in the coupon, the modulus and

strength variations increase. Here, we must distinguish between the through thickness variation and

the spatial variation. The through thickness variation decreases when the total number of platelets

increases. On the other hand, the spatial variation, i.e. the variation of the orientation tensor as

a function of the spatial location within the structure, generally increases when the total number of

platelets increases. Therefore, we must be cautious when we relate the variations of the material

properties to the total number of the platelets. We further investigate the spatial variation with

different platelet widths in section 4.2.

Besides the average and CoV of the experimental results, we also calculated B-Basis design values

following CMH-17 [63]. The B-Basis design value is the lower tenth percentile of the distribution with

a 95% confidence level. In other words, 10 out of 100 specimens will fail below the B-basis value with

95% confidence level. To calculate the B-basis value, we first identified the probability distributions

of the test data following the Anderson-Darling statistic test suggested by CMH-17 [63]. It was found

that the modulus data was fitted well by the normal distribution. The strength data could be fitted

by both normal and the Weibull distributions. However, we chose to use the Weibull distribution as

CMH-17 [63] recommended for strength. At the coupon thickness of 11 layers (1.65 mm), the statistic

test was near fail to fit the distribution. Therefore, using the B-basis design value is not recommended

below 11 platelets through the thickness.

The B-basis allowables are plotted as diamond markers in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4. As can be noted, the

B-Basis values are strongly affected by the CoVs. Due to the strong variation in the 11 layer thick

coupons, the narrow platelet B-Basis is lowered by 41% compared to the average strength. Also, a

high variation in the narrow platelet results in 5.4% decrease in the B-basis modulus compared to the

square platelet at the thickness of 27 layers (3.81 mm). However, the average modulus for the narrow

platelet coupons of thickness 27 layers (3.81 mm) is actually 6.7% higher than the square platelet.

Indeed, the material property variation plays a significant role. A list of the B-basis design values is
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given in Table 2.

2.3. Measuring the platelet orientation using X-ray µCT

We measured the platelet orientation distribution using X-ray micro-computed tomography. To-

ward this goal, we scanned 5 square platelet coupons with an average of 27 layers through the thickness

(3.81 mm) Using a NSI X5000 scanner [64] with a scan resolution of 25 µm while the reconstruction

of the scanned images was performed via VGStudio Max [65].

Several methods to calculate the orientation tensors of platelets from µCT scans have been proposed

in the literature [10, 40, 42, 43, 46, 66]. We chose to adapt the approach by Denos et al. [10, 40, 66]

which calculates the density gradient between the neighboring voxels and correlates it with the platelet

orientation tensors. We used 3D Gaussian distribution derivative filters to find the local density

gradients while a Gaussian smoothing filter was used to reduce the noise [67].

3. Computational Modeling Framework

We developed a computational modeling framework to understand the effects of the mesostructure

characteristics on the material properties of DFCs. The model follows chiefly three steps:

Step 1: Perform random platelet mesostructure generation,

Step 2: Assign random platelet spatial variation, and

Step 3: Perform stochastic finite element simulations of the mechanical behavior.

The first and second steps create random mesostructures while the last step transforms the mesostruc-

tures into finite element models with proper constitutive laws and damage formulations.

3.1. Random platelet meso-structure generation

The mesostructure made of randomly deposited platelets governs the mechanical behaviors of DFCs.

In fact, it has been shown extensively that the platelet length, aspect ratio, thickness, and orientations

influence the mechanical performances of DFCs [9, 12, 13, 20, 21, 23, 24, 41, 54]. Therefore, we

prioritize generating mesostructures by closely mimicking the manufacturing process. We follow the

manufacturing process called mat-stacking method introduced in [11, 20, 51].

The main purpose of the mesostructure generation algorithm is to store unique platelet information

explicitly. We adopt the discretized, partition-based method [47, 48, 68] where the individual platelet

information is stored into partitions whose size, determined to have at least three subdivisions across the

smallest length of the platelet, is 0.51 mm×0.51 mm (0.02”×0.02”). Our code can explicitly generate

platelets with user-defined geometries and orientations. In the present work, since we verified that the

platelets did not experience high flow conditions, we use a uniform random orientation distribution for
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the platelet generation although the algorithm could easily accommodate any probability distribution

(e.g., Gaussian, or trapezoidal).

During the platelet generation, multiple platelets can be deposited in a partition but we keep

track of the order of the deposition. Therefore, through the thickness, the platelets are deposited in

a “tetris-like” fashion while the algorithm controls the number of platelets in each partition. In fact,

when platelets are generated without restrictions, a significant uneven distribution of the platelets is

often observed, as similarly reported by Selezneva et al. [49]. To prevent such extreme unevenness,

we developed a saturation point method [20, 21] where the number of assignable platelets is forced to

saturate at every n number of platelets through the thickness. We choose n = 3 because the amount

of a single 305 mm × 305 mm mat that we create during the manufacturing process is roughly three

platelets through the thickness. The saturation point method controls the variation in the number of

platelets through the thickness and prevents unrealistic local paucity or concentration of the platelets.

The generation algorithm stops when the average number of platelets through the thickness reaches

the target value. Then, we adjust the thickness of the platelets and introduce resin-rich layers to

mimic the actual hot-press process where the coupon thickness is adjusted by the resin and fiber flow.

Basically, when the local thickness passes the target thickness, the individual platelet thickness is

evenly reduced. On the other hand, when the local thickness fails to reach the target, we introduce

resin-rich layers. It is worth mentioning that the introduced resin-rich layers occupy less than 5% of

the coupon volume which is in very good agreement with experimental measurements showing volume

fractions in the order of 5 ∼ 10% [9, 69].

After the thickness adjustment, we trim at about 12.7 mm from the edges to discard edge effects.

In Fig. 5, a road map of the random platelet meso-structure generation is plotted. The generated

meso-structures are carefully designed to mimic the manufacturing process and carry all the deposited

platelet information. It is worth noting that we have extensively validated the algorithm in past

studies. Figure 5 will be revisited in the later sections, and more information about this algorithm

can be found in [20, 21, 50–53].

3.2. Random platelet in-plane spatial variation

In addition to the mesostructure generation algorithm, we implemented a random platelet spatial

distribution to precisely control the statistical variation of the platelet orientation. In DFCs, there

are two important platelet orientation variations: through the thickness and in-plane spatial. The

saturation point method implemented in the random platelet meso-structure generation controls the

variation through the thickness. Here, we will explain how we control the variation in space using the

spatial variation algorithm.

First, we study what is the actual fiber orientation variation over the space. We define the 3D
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platelet orientation tensor, Aij , following [70]:

Aij =


A11 A12 A13

... A22 A23

sym ... A33

 =


p1p1 p1p2 p1p3

... p2p2 p2p3

sym ... p3p3

 (2)

where p1 = sin(φ)cos(θ), p2 = sin(φ)sin(θ), and p3 = cos(φ) and the in-plane angle, θ, and the

out-of-plane angle, φ, are defined as shown in Fig. 6. In the figure, direction 1 is the longitudinal

direction (loading direction), direction 2 is the transverse direction, and the in-plane angle θ is positive

from direction 1 to 2. The out-of-plane angle φ is positive from direction 3 to plane 1-2. The diagonal

terms, Aii (summation not implied), can take values from 0 to 1 and their sum is equal to 1.

Once the orientation tensors are defined, we calculate the average orientation through the thickness

using the following equation:

Aii,avg =
1

N · ttot

N∑
j=1

Aii · tj (3)

where n is the number of the platelets through the thickness excluding resin-rich layers.

The average values of the orientation tensor, Aii,avg, give an idea of the average orientation of

the platelets. When the platelets are oriented following a uniform random distribution in all three

directions, A11,avg = A22,avg = A33,avg = 1/3. On the other hand, when the platelets remain flat (2D

case) and follow a uniform distribution for all the direction in plane 1-2, A11,avg = A22,avg = 1/2 and

A33,avg = 0.

We have utilized X-ray µCT scans to measure the fiber orientations. Following Eq. 3, we averaged

the fiber orientations of 5 square platelet coupons and found: A11,avg = 0.511, A22,avg = 0.486,

and A33,avg = 0.003. As can be noted, the A33,avg was negligible compare to other directions. A

similar result was found by Kravchenko et al. [41] who CT scanned 10 DFC coupons and found that

A33,avg = 0.007. Therefore, we assumed A33,avg to be negligible. Since the summation of A11,avg

and A22,avg is equal to 1, we can refer to the 2D average orientation tensor using a single parameter

A11,avg. If all the platelets are oriented towards the loading direction, A11,avg = 1. If they are oriented

towards the transverse direction, A11,avg = 0.

After calculating all the average components of the orientation tensor, we divide a coupon into

several regions and enforce unique platelet orientations in each division. Each division represents a

Statistical Representative Volume Element (SRVE) and has a size of 25.4 mm × 25.4 mm [40, 41].

The SRVE serves as the smallest unit of the statistical sample size which still retains all the main

statistical characteristics of the population. The SRVE considers the statistical fluctuations of the

effective properties over the finite domain [71]. Therefore, understanding the effective properties of

SRVEs such as A11,avg is a critical step to understand the statistical variations of the DFC coupons.
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We found the distributions of A11,avg between the SRVEs of the square platelet coupons using the

µCT scans. The mean A11,avg is 0.49 with a CoV of 9.1%. The maximum A11,avg is 0.556 and the

minimum A11,avg is 0.394. As can be noted, the platelet orientations vary in space. Therefore, we

need a tool to enforce the A11,avg other than 0.5.

In order to enforce unique A11,avg in each SRVE, we manipulate the boundaries of the uniform

distribution which generate random platelet orientations. We can express the relationship between the

A11,avg and the uniform distribution boundaries using the following simple integral form:

A11,avg =
1

BCU −BCL

∫ BCU

BCL

cos2(θ)dθ (4)

where −π/2 ≤ BCL ≤ π/2 and 0 ≤ BCU ≤ π. From the foregoing equation, we find boundary

conditions (BCU , BCL) that provide the target A11,avg. For example, if A11,avg = 0.5, then BCL =

−π/2 and BCU = π/2 which correspond to the ideal manufacturing condition where platelets are

perfectly uniformly distributed. Figure 7 shows the boundary conditions used to generate the A11,avg

for general platelet distributions using Eq. (4).

The uniform probability distribution is sufficient to represent the platelet orientation distribution for

the low flow coupons. The low flow coupons are manufactured without preferential flow of the platelets.

The lack of preferential flow limits the A11,avg between 0.35 and 0.65 [41]. However, as the A11,avg

moves toward the extremes (0 or 1), the error between the actual distribution and the simulated meso-

structure gets amplified. In fact, in the simulated meso-structure, the selected boundary conditions

omit a portion of the platelet orientations in order to match the A11,avg. However, in reality, the

platelet orientation must fully cover 0 to π. Therefore, if ones need to create mesostructures with high

flow condition, the probability distribution of the platelet generation function needs to be selected

carefully [14].

The target A11,avg in each region is not always easy to achieve because of the overlapping platelets

between SRVEs. A simple solution would be to generate the SRVEs separately and combine them to

create a coupon. However, this method would create sharp discontinuities between the SRVEs which is

unrealistic. Accordingly, we decided to generate the entire coupon at once. To accommodate the effect

of the overlapping platelets, we implemented a bisection optimization algorithm. The optimization

algorithm checks the difference between the current A11,avg and the target A11,avg in each SRVE.

When the current A11,avg is lower than the target A11,avg, we increase the input A11,avg by 0.01 until

the difference flips the sign. We also reduce the increment by half. We iterate the process until the

difference between the target and current A11,avg is less than 1% in all the SRVEs simultaneously.

Equipped with the spatial variation algorithm, the random platelet mesostructure generator can

control the platelet orientation variation through the thickness and over the space. A complete graph-
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ical flowchart of the mesostructure generation is plotted in Fig. 5.

3.3. Stochastic finite element framework

Once the mesostructure is generated, we use the information on the platelet orientation to generate

finite element models in Abaqus [72]. As shown in Fig. 8, which provides a schematic description of

the FE model, we aim at capturing the intra-, and inter-laminar failure mechanisms in DFC coupons.

Intra-laminar fracture involves failure mechanisms within the platelets such as fiber breakage, fiber

pull-outs, and matrix damage. Often this damage starts to accumulate prior to ultimate failure.

Therefore, the damage process in quasibrittle materials such as CFRPs [20–22, 26, 33, 35, 37, 73, 74],

concrete [25, 75, 76], ceramics, rocks, sea ice, and nanocomposites [30–32, 34, 77, 78] is complex and

progressive.

To capture the intra-laminar damage, we use a continuum damage mechanics approach where the

damage is smeared over the element and the material degradation is modeled by strain softening

constitutive laws. We use Hashin failure criteria for damage initiation [79, 80], and linear damage

softening laws regularized according to the crack band model for the progression of the damage [26, 81].

The platelets are simulated using Belytschko-Tsai shell elements with reduced integration (S4R element

in the Abaqus). Each partition from the mesostructures is treated as a shell element containing unique

fiber orientation and thickness. It is worth mentioning here that more advanced constitutive laws for

the platelets such as the Spectral Stiffness Microplane Model [82–84] or the Cylindrical Microplane

Model [85, 86] could be used. However, for the particular cases investigated in this work, we did

not notice significant differences between the results obtained via Hashin’s failure criterion and other

models.

For the inter-laminar damage, we use a cohesive zone model with a linear traction-separation

constitutive behavior [87]. For damage initiation, we use the quadratic stress failure criterion while

for damage progression a linear softening law with Benzeggagh-Kenane (BK) mixed mode formulation

featuring an exponent of 2 is used [88]. Towards this goal, a layer of 3D, 8-node cohesive elements

(COH3D8 in Abaqus) with thickness of 1/100th of the prepreg ply thickness is inserted between the shell

elements. A single side of the shell elements and the cohesive elements share common nodes, creating

a laminate. Between the laminates, a perfect bonding constraint is applied to create a coupon.

The platelet material properties used in the simulations were taken from [89] in which almost the

same material system was tested. For the cohesive element properties, the penalty stiffnesses in normal

and two shear directions are chosen to be 1.0 × 104 N/mm
3

[90]. The strengths are equal to 200 MPa

in all three directions as well. The normal and shear fracture energies are 1.4 and 2.4 N/mm. The

cohesive material properties are used to calibrate the model to match the experiment results from the

narrow platelets with 27 layers (3.81 mm) thickness. Then, the cohesive properties are used for all the
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predictions of the other thicknesses and platelet sizes investigated in this work. Uni-axial displacement

is applied at the end of the specimen while the other end is fixed in all directions. A mesh size

of 0.51 mm × 0.51 mm is used to match the partition size. All the simulations were performed in

ABAQUS/Explicit leveraging an explicit integration algorithm.

4. Computational Modeling Results

4.1. Computational analysis

We investigated the tensile elastic modulus and strength assuming perfectly distributed platelets

first. In this condition, no spatial variation was considered and A11,avg was set to be 0.5. We extended

the investigated thickness up to 91 layers through the thickness (12.7 mm) to make sure to fully explore

the thickness effect. Since our model is stochastic, we simulated 30 coupons per case in order to get a

good representation of the statistical behavior. The results are shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 where it can

be noted that the model matches the experimental average tensile modulus and strength. Thanks to

the computational analysis, we find that the modulus and strength reach an asymptotic value after an

average number of layers of 45 (6.35 mm). At 91 layers (12.7 mm) thickness, the normalized modulus

of both platelet morphologies reaches 0.97. For the strength, they reach 0.49 for the narrow and 0.45

for the square (only 7% difference).

To summarize, the platelet width effect diminishes in both modulus and strength after DFC coupons

reach the asymptotic thickness of 45 layers (6.35 mm). Therefore, an important takeaway from the

analysis is that for sufficiently large average numbers of layers through the thickness the effects of

the platelet morphology and structure thickness become negligible and do not need to be accounted

for design. On the other hand, for numbers of platelets through the thickness lower than about 45,

the morphology and structure thickness effects become dominant. Engineers and designers working in

such a structure thickness range must take particular care and account for the expected reduction in

modulus and strength.

Similar to the experiments, the simulated modulus and strength CoVs follow a decreasing trend

as the thickness increases. However, the magnitude of the CoVs is significantly underpredicted in all

the thicknesses and platelet sizes. For the 27-layer case (3.81 mm), the narrow platelet coupons have

a modulus CoV of 12% from the experiments but only 1.2% from the simulations. The coupons made

using square platelets have an experimental CoV of 7% while 3.2% is predicted by the simulations.

Such discrepancies are due to the assumption of an ideal platelet orientation throughout the specimen

while, in reality, we know that the orientation tensor can vary spatially within the specimen, leading to

higher CoVs than those predicted by the ideal case. To better understand the link between the spatial
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distribution of the orientation tensor and the CoVs on mechanical properties, we closely investigate

the effect of the platelet orientation variations in the following section.

4.1.1. Effect of the platelet orientation variations

To find the platelet orientation variations, we first find the average platelet orientation (A11,avg)

within 25.4 mm × 25.4 mm SRVEs. Then we define two orientation variations. Global orientation

variation finds the CoV of A11,avg from the entire SRVE population. If there are 10 coupons with 6

SRVEs each, the entire SRVE population size is 60. Local orientation variation measures the CoV of

A11,avg from SRVEs within a coupon. Using the global and local orientation variation, we can easily

manipulate the statistical variation within and in between DFC coupons.

Without the spatial variation, the global orientation variation is ∼ 2% for the narrow platelets and

∼ 5% for the square platelets at the thickness of 27 layers (3.81 mm). From the µCT scan, the global

orientation variation of the square platelet coupons is equal to 9.2%. As can be noted, a subtle difference

exist between the simulation and the experiment. We perform a parametric study by controlling the

global orientation variation. We set the mean A11,avg at 0.5 and increase the CoV by 2, 10, and 15%.

To efficiently assign A11,avg into SRVEs, we use the Latin-Hypercube Sampling (LHS) method [91].

The LHS is chosen because it guarantees to cover the two end-tails of the probability distribution.

We assume that the the average platelet orientation, A11,avg, follows the Gaussian distribution. The

assumption is based on the central limit theorem which states that the distribution of the sample

averages tends to the Gaussian distribution as the independent random sample population increases

[92]. Since the A11,avg is the average of independent random platelet orientations, the distribution

of the entire A11,avg within a coupon or a plate becomes the normal distribution. We calculate the

cumulative density function (CDF) from the selected mean and CoV. The CDF is divided into equal

cumulative probability spaces, called stratifications. The total number of stratifications equals to a

number of SRVEs per coupon (6 of 1” × 1” SRVE) times a total number of coupons. We simulate

30 coupons per CoV, ending up with 180 stratifications. Within a stratification, a random point

is selected. This random point corresponds to a specific CDF value and therefore unique A11,avg.

Finally, we assign 6 random A11,avg into a coupon until all coupons have assigned A11,avg. In Fig. 9,

we illustrate the process of LHS method. Using the LHS, we can easily control the global orientation

variation of the entire coupon population.

Increasing the global orientation variation directly affects the local orientation distributions of the

platelets. In Fig. 10, we increase the global orientation CoV from 2% to 10%. Simulated coupons are

made with narrow platelets with 27 layers (3.81 mm) through the thickness. We can clearly notice

A11,avg varies within a coupon as the global orientation CoV increases. Increasing the orientation

variation induces regions with poorly oriented platelets which can trigger fracture at lower strength.
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We plot the normalized modulus and strength against the local orientation variation in Fig. 11 where

all the investigated coupons have a thickness of 27 layers (3.81 mm) with narrow platelets. Solid lines

represent the averages and dashed lines represent one standard deviation. Clearly, the strength and

the modulus decrease as the local orientation CoV increases. The average strength is reduced more

than the average modulus because the strength is more sensitive to the presence of local weak spots

[26–28, 93].

From Fig. 11, we observe the effect of the platelet orientation variation on the mechanical properties

of DFCs. Besides the orientation variation, there is another important mesostructure characteristic

that defines DFC structures, which is the average platelet orientation. The average platelet orientation

determines the coupon modulus according to many studies [10, 12–14, 41, 42, 45–47, 49, 53, 56]. We

combine two different mesostructure characteristics and show the modulus and strength change in

Fig. 12 where we plot contour maps of the modulus and strength in using a Delaunay triangulation

to perform the interpolation between the data [94]. Comparing between Fig. 12a and b, the contour

lines in the modulus are tilted more horizontally than the strength. For the modulus, the average

platelet orientation is the dominating parameter. However, the effect of the orientation variation

is not negligible. We can explain this relationship with a series coupling of individual SRVEs. As

described in Eq. 5, each modulus in SRVE contributes to the equivalent modulus [95].

Eequivalent =

(
N∑
i=1

1

Ei

)−1

(5)

Because this equation is composed of the product and summation of each modulus in SRVE, both

average and variation of the modulus are important. The modulus and the platelet orientation, A11,avg

are also directly related. Therefore, to accurately predict the modulus, we need both average platelet

orientation and their CoVs.

The platelet orientation CoV plays more significant role in case of the strength than the modulus

(see Fig. 12b). Compared to the modulus, the strength contour lines are tilted more vertically. Unlike

the modulus, the strength is more dependent on the individual SRVE’s probability of survival. If a

single SRVE fails, the whole structure fails [26–28, 93]. It can be simply described as a finite weakest

link chain model described in following equation where Pf (σN ) is the failure probability for a given

nominal stress:

Pf (σN ) = 1 −
N∏
i=1

(1 − Pfi(σN )) (6)

The weakest SRVE or the SRVE having the most poorly oriented platelets governs the strength of the

coupon. Therefore, the average platelet orientation alone is limited to indicate the strength of DFC

structures.
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4.1.2. Matching the modulus and strength variations

By manipulating the global orientation variation, we can match the modulus and strength vari-

ation from the experiment. We take advantage of the spatial variation algorithm to calibrate the

mesostructures with different global orientation variations. Both platelet sizes are simulated with

coupon thickness of 27 layers (3.81 mm). At least 30 coupons are simulated per global orientation

variation. The results are plotted in Fig. 13. By manipulating the global orientation variation, we can

control the modulus and strength variations.

In case of the square platelet, we successfully match both average and variation associated with

the tensile modulus and strength (see Fig. 13a). We use the average platelet orientation at 0.5 and the

global orientation variation of 10% as the calibration parameters. The global orientation variation of

10% agrees with the µCT measurement of 9.2%. These results indicate that if we know the statistical

information of the platelet orientation prior to the experiment, we can predict not only the average

but also the associated variation of both modulus and strength of DFC coupons. It will significantly

reduce the required number of proof testing in order to certify these stochastic material properties.

In case of the narrow platelets, we reach the experimental variation using the 15% orientation

CoV. Without calibrating the spatial distribution of the platelets, such variations are hard to obtain.

However, we observe noticeable reduction of the average strength as the orientation CoV increases. We

believe this mismatch is due to the fact that we assume the size of the SRVE is 25.4 mm × 25.4 mm.

Changing the size of the SRVE will affect the average and variation of the strength. We will investigate

such effect in future studies.

With the calibrated mesostructures, we simulated different coupon thicknesses of the square platelet

coupons. The results are shown in Fig. 14. The simulation results with the calibrated mesostructures

(marked in A11,avgCoV = 10%) follow the experimental results more precisely than the ideal man-

ufacturing condition simulation results (shown in A11,avgCoV = 5%). At the thickness of 91 layers

(12.7 mm), the average strength is 0.391 with CoV of 9.7%. The B-basis value is 0.314 showing 15.3%

difference compared to the non-calibrated meso-structure simulations. More importantly, the asymp-

totic thickness level moved from 45 layers to 28 layers (∼ 46% difference). This clearly shows that, to

accurately capture the thickness effect, it is important to capture both the average orientation tensor

of the platelets and also their associated global orientation variation.

4.1.3. Effect of the resin-rich volume fraction

Besides the platelet orientation, we also investigate the effect of the resin-rich volume fraction.

Large amount of resin-rich volumes are an unavoidable mesostructure characteristic of DFCs due to

the discontinuity of the platelets. Volume fractions of 5 ∼ 10% of the total volume [9, 69] are not

uncommon but are often overlooked. This is because the presence of platelets in multiple directions
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that can carry load makes the effect of porosity in DFCs less severe than in traditional composites.

Wan and Takahashi [13] experimentally showed that the tensile and compressive strength changed

with respect to the fiber volume fraction. They measured the fiber volume fraction with respect to

the molding pressures at 5 and 10 MPa. When the pressure was reduced, the fiber volume fraction

also decreased from ∼ 56% to ∼ 50%. The decreased fiber volume fraction aligned with the reduction

of the tensile and compressive strength. We further investigate the effect of resin-rich volume fraction

leveraging the comprehensive random mesostructure generation algorithm.

From the algorithm, we indirectly control the total percentage of the resin-rich layers. In the

generation algorithm, we limit the number of maximum platelets that can be deposited in the partitions.

Currently, the maximum limit is set as one standard deviation (or CoV = 22%) above the target

average. This value is experimentally determined from previous studies [20, 21]. By changing the

maximum limit of the platelets, we can vary the percentage of the resin-rich layers. We varied the

resin-rich percentage from 4 to 8%. The simulated coupons had the narrow platelets, thickness of 27

layers (3.81 mm), and no spatial variation to explicitly observe the effect of the resin-rich layers only.

In Fig. 15, the average modulus and strength with respect to the resin-rich percentage are plotted.

The figure shows a clear linear decreasing trend of the modulus and strength as the resin-rich percentage

increases. The dashed line represents a linear fit of the modulus and strength. As can be noted, a

small percent change, from 4 to 8%, of the resin-rich layers causes a significant reduction (25%) of

the strength. The resin-rich layers have direct impact to the mechanical performances of DFCs. To

minimize the effect of the resin-rich layers, we recommend to precisely optimize the molding pressure.

4.2. Platelet width effects

From the experiment, we observed significant platelet width effect on the tensile modulus and

strength (see Figs. 3 and 4). As the platelet width increases, both the tensile modulus and strength

decrease. In this section, we discuss the mesostructure characteristic that governs the platelet width

effect.

As we discussed in the section 2.2, the platelet width controls the global orientation variation.

Therefore, the modulus and strength variations with respect to the platelet width must be closely

related to the global orientation variation. In other words, if the platelet width is changed but the global

orientation variation is fixed, then the modulus and strength should not be changed. By leveraging the

stochastic modeling, we simulated four different platelet widths with the constant global orientation

variation of ∼ 5%. The A11,avg was 0.5 and the coupon thickness was 27 layers (3.81 mm). We

simulated 30 coupons per platelet width. In Fig. 16, the tensile stiffness and strength of different

platelet widths are plotted. Also, we plot the experimental results for the comparison. When the

global orientation variation is fixed, the tensile modulus and strength are relatively unchanged even
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though the platelet width are significantly changed. However, these results are opposite to what we

have observed from the experiments. The only difference is that the global orientation variation is fixed

when the platelet width is altered. These results confirm that the platelet width effect is originated

from the global orientation variation.

4.3. Structure thickness effects

Kravchenko et al. [54, 89] pointed out that the thickness effect was due to the change of uniformity

of the local orientation state. Similar to the platelet width effect, we investigate the three mesostructure

characteristics with respect to the coupon thickness. We simulated 30 coupons made of the narrow

platelets. The simulated meso-structures based on the ideal manufacturing condition. The platelet

orientation variation and the resin-rich percentage are strongly affected by the coupon thickness while

the the average platelet orientation remains close to 0.5 in all cases. In Fig. 17, we plot the results.

As the coupon thickness increases, the tensile strength increases until the thickness of 45 layers (6.35

mm). We clearly see that both orientation variation and the resin-rich percentage decrease as the

the coupon thickness increases. Especially, the resin-rich layers decrease drastically as the thickness

increases. By increasing the coupon thickness, the average number of platelets through the thickness

increases. This reduces the probability of having poorly oriented regions as well as the resin-rich layers

which can trigger fracture.

5. Conclusions

In this study, we investigate the tensile modulus and strength of Discontinuous Fiber Composites

(DFCs) as a function of the average number of platelets through the thickness of the structure and the

platelet width. We analyze the mechanical properties using experiments and stochastic finite element

modeling. From the results, we make the following conclusions:

1. DFCs exhibit strong thickness effect on the tensile modulus and strength. From the experiments,

we observe a 1.4% and 22.4% increase in the modulus and strength of coupons made with narrow

platelets when the thickness increases from 11 layers (1.65 mm) to 45 layers (6.35 mm). For the

case of coupons made of square platelet, we observe 6.4% and 47.8% increase in the modulus and

the strength when the thickness increases from 11 layers (1.65 mm) to 27 layers (3.81 mm).

2. Samples made with narrow platelets outperform the ones made of square platelets in both average

modulus and strength. At the thickness of 27 layers (3.81 mm), the narrow platelet outperforms

the square by 8.0% in modulus and 25.4% in strength. However, the coupons with narrow

platelets also show significantly higher Coefficient of Variations (CoVs) than those with square

platelets (12.9% vs 6.7% in the modulus and 13.6% vs 8.3% in the strength). Therefore, a trade
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off exists between the average and variation of the mechanical properties when the platelet width

changes.

3. Using stochastic finite element models, we capture the thickness effect in both the modulus and

the strength. We extend the coupon thickness up to 91 layers (12.7 mm). For both platelet types

asymptotic modulus and strength are reached for thickness of 45 layers (6.35 mm) or higher in

case of perfectly distributed platelets. At the asymptotic limit, the platelet width effect and the

structure thickness effect become negligible. In fact, the asymptotic modulus reaches 96% of the

theoretical modulus of a quasi-isotropic (QI) laminate. For the strength, the narrow and the

square platelet reach 43% and 39% of the QI laminate strength.

4. Leveraging the computational modeling equipped with the spatial variation of the platelets, we

study the effect of the local orientation variation within coupons. For both the modulus and the

strength of DFC structures, the average platelet orientation and the local platelet orientation

variation play a significant role. For the modulus, the average platelet orientation plays the

dominant role while the local orientation variation plays the key role for the strength. Therefore,

we must consider both characteristics when relating the DFC meso-structures to their tensile

material properties.

5. An additional important mesostructure characteristic that defines the DFC material properties

is the resin-rich volume fraction. The thickness effect is caused by both the change in the local

platelet orientation variation and the resin-rich percentage. The two characteristics significantly

change as the thickness varies up to the asymptotic thickness limit of 45 layers (6.35 mm). The

platelet width effect is mainly caused by the change in the local platelet orientation variation.

6. Lastly, we suggest two alternative mesostructure calibration methods to accurately capture both

average and variation of the material properties. First is to calibrate the mesostructures against

the experimental results. Using the Latin-hypercube sampling method, we find the accurate

platelet orientation variation. Second is to use the X-ray µCT scans to directly obtain the

platelet orientation distributions. Two independent methods will provide accurate estimation of

the B-basis design values for engineers and designers.

7. In future work, we will investigate how to find the SRVE size corresponding to the platelet

geometry. The SRVE size should be determined based on the material’s unique inhomogeneity

characteristic length. According to our previous studies [20, 21], the effective length of the

Fracture Process Zone (FPZ) changes with the platelet sizes. Therefore, the SRVE size depends

on the platelet size as well. When the SRVE size is determined, we can further improve the

accuracy of the stochastic finite element models.

The foregoing results provide general guidance on the design and certification of DFC structures
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with varying thickness and platelet size. Also, they signify the importance of computational tools to

minimize proof-testing required for the certification process.
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(a) Narrow, t = 11 layers (1.65 mm) (b) Narrow, t = 27 layers (3.81 mm) (c) Narrow, t = 45 layers (6.35 mm)

N N N

(d) Square, t = 11 layers (1.65 mm) (e) Square, t = 27 layers (3.81 mm)

SS

Figure 1: Experimental normalized stress and strain curves for coupons of various thicknesses made with narrow (a-c)
and square platelets (d,e). The tested DFC coupons show strong variability in the tensile modulus and strength. The
mean strength is plotted as a circle with one standard deviation using the error bars. Compared to the case of narrow
platelets, the samples made with square platelets exhibit significantly lower variation (12.9% vs. 6.7% at the thickness
of 27 layers) in their tensile strength.

(a) Square, 0.15” (b) Narrow, 0.15” (c) Narrow, 0.065” 

2nd fracture

2nd fracture

Figure 2: Representative fracture surfaces of the tested DFC coupons. The specimens with narrow platelets exhibit
more tortuous fracture surfaces compared to the coupons with square platelets.
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(a) Narrow Platelets (b) Square Platelets
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after 45 layers
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after 45 layers

Figure 3: Summary of the modulus thickness effect for the (a) narrow and (b) square platelets observed by experiments
and simulations. The simulation results predict that the modulus of both platelet sizes reaches 97% of the quasi-isotropic
laminate modulus at the thickness of 12.7 mm corresponding to 91 layers through the thickness.

(a) Narrow Platelets (b) Square Platelets

N S

Ideal Manuf. Cond.

No thickness effect 

after 45 layers

Ideal Manuf. Cond.

No thickness effect 

after 45 layers

Figure 4: Summary of the thickness effect on the strength for the (a) narrow and (b) square platelets observed by
experiments and simulations. Using the simulations, we find that the strength reached the asymptotic level after a
coupon thickness of 6.35 mm corresponding to 45 layers through the thickness. At the asymptotic limit, the strength
difference between the two platelets is only 7 percent.
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Figure 5: Graphical flowchart describing the random platelet mesostructure generation. Using the generation algorithm,
we control both average and variation of the explicitly generated platelet orientations. Detailed information can be found
in [20, 21, 50–53]
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Figure 6: Coordinate system and definitions of the in-plane angle, θ, and the out-of-plane angle, Φ [70]. The direction 1
corresponds to the loading direction of the investigated coupons. The direction 3 is aligned with the thickness direction.
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A11,avg

Figure 7: Lower and upper boundary conditions of the uniform distribution used to generate the platelets to match a
target A11,avg .
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Figure 8: A summary of the stochastic finite element model framework. From the random platelet meso-structures (a
- b), individual layers are modeled using 2D shell elements (c). Between the shell elements, the cohesive elements are
inserted to represent the interface layers. Using this approach, we are able to capture three main failure mechanisms
that we observed from SEM (d).
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Figure 9: Description of the Latin Hypercube Sampling (LHS) method to create coupons with random A11,avgs.
The Gaussian distribution is used to describe the distribution of A11,avgs. LHS effectively assigns the global platelet
orientation variation following the given mean and variation.
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Figure 10: Visualization of the platelet orientation distribution with different global orientation variations. When the
global variation increases, it shows that the DFC coupons have noticeable regions with poorly oriented platelets (local
weak spots). The average coupon orientations remain relatively constant at 0.5.
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Figure 11: Simulated normalized modulus and strength against the local platelet orientation variation. Increasing
the local platelet orientation variation decreases the average modulus and strength (solid line) while increasing their
variations (dashed lines). The narrow platelets with coupon thicknesses of 3.81 mm (27 layers) are simulated. The
square platelets also possess similar trend.
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Figure 12: Simulated (a) normalized modulus and (b) normalized strength against the local platelet orientation variation
and the average platelet orientation. Comparing the slopes of contour lines in (a) and (b), we can determine the
dominating parameter for the modulus and strength. (a) For the modulus, the average platelet orientation is the
dominating parameter. However, the variation also plays a significant role where it can significantly reduce the modulus.
(b) For the strength, the local platelet orientation variation is the dominating parameter.
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Figure 13: Normalized modulus and strength with meso-structures made of different platelet orientation variation. For
(a) the square platelets, the meso-structure with input A11,avg CoV of 10% precisely match the modulus and strength
variation from the experiment. However, for (b) the narrow platelets, CoV of 10% still underestimates the variation
from the experiment. In fact, it is difficult to match both modulus and strength CoV using a single input CoV. In both
platelet sizes, the ideal manufacturing condition underpredicts the global orientation variation.

(a) Modulus (b) Strength

No thickness effect 

after 27 layers

No thickness effect 

after 27 layers

S S

Figure 14: The square platelet thickness effect compared between the experiment and simulations with different meso-
structures. Sim1 represents the ideal manufacturing condition where A11,avgCoV = 5%. Sim2 represents the calibrated
meso-structure using the µCT scanning where A11,avgCoV = 10%. Using the calibrated meso-structures, we found the
thickness asymptotic level moved from 45 layers to 28 layers in both (a) modulus and (b) strength. The thickness effect
is influenced by both the average platelet orientation and the global orientation variation within the coupons.
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Figure 15: Simulated normalized modulus and strength against varying resin-rich percentage of an entire coupon
volume. The resin-rich percentage significantly penalizes the strength of DFC coupons. The narrow platelets with
coupon thicknesses of 28 layers are simulated.

N S

Figure 16: The effect of the global orientation variation in DFCs. Here, we simulated different platelet widths with fixed
global orientation variation of 5%, the A11,avg of 0.5, and the coupon thickness of 27 layers (3.81 mm). As clearly shown
in the experiment, the platelet size affects the modulus and the strength. However, if the global orientation variation is
fixed, the platelet width effect vanishes. Therefore, we can confirm that the global orientation variation is the root cause
of the platelet width effect in DFCs.
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(b) Resin-rich percentage(a) Platelet Orientation Variation
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Figure 17: As the coupon thickness changes, we observe two meso-structure characteristics change. (a) The platelet
orientation variation decreases and (b) resin-rich percentage also decreases as the coupon thickness increases. Increasing
the coupon thickness significantly benefits the strength because it reduces having a chance of local weak spots.
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Table 1: A summary of the experiment results normalized against the theoretical quasi-isotropic laminate modulus and
strength made with the same prepreg system

Platelet Thickness [mm] Normalized Modulus Normalized Strength Tested

Size (layers) Modulus CoV [%] Strength CoV [%] Coupons

Narrow 1.65 (11) 0.907 11.6 0.366 18.7 17

3.81 (27) 0.897 12.9 0.414 13.6 33

6.35 (45) 0.938 9.3 0.443 11.6 33

Square 1.65 (11) 0.781 11.1 0.223 10.8 15

3.81 (27) 0.830 6.7 0.330 8.3 30

Table 2: A summary of the normalized experiment B-basis design values

Platelet Thickness [mm] Normalized modulus Normalized strength

Size (layers) B-basis value B-basis value

Narrow 1.65 (11) 0.685 0.214

3.81 (27) 0.684 0.315

6.35 (45) 0.748 0.338

Square 1.65 (11) 0.595 0.163

3.81 (27) 0.723 0.268
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